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Foreword
1988 could be characterized as a year of assessment, of planning, and of change in
South Carolina. With the year 2000 looming on the horizon-a short 12 years away
several public and private groups have initiated long-range studies and plans about various
aspects of South Carolina.
Under the direction of Governor Carr_oll Campbell, the South Carolina Coordinating
Council for Economic Development, along with representatives of South Carolina's
business community, has undertaken an assessment of our state's economic assets and
liabilities with the goal of developing a strategic plan for maximizing our economic develop
ment opportunities. Lieutenant Governor Nick Theodore has instituted a 31-member South
Carolina Commission on the Future. This group's mandate is to investigate current issues
and future trends to help plan for the year 2000. The Commission is to recommend concrete ·
policy for our state to follow in its transition into the 21st century. And it is not only on the
state level that such assessments and studies are being conducted. In Anderson, Barnwell,
Charleston, Clemson, Myrtle Beach, Rock Hill, and several other communities, a variety
of public and private groups are taking-a hard look at their communities and what needs to
be done not only today but in the future.
1988 is also an election year in South Carolina and nationally. We will be choosing
a General Assembly, many county and local officials, and a new Congress and President
as well. With these changes of administration, regardless of who wins the election, there
will be a shifting of priorities and directions. On both the state and national levels some new
programs and initiatives will begin, while some existing programs and approaches will be
scrapped as outdated and no longer workable.
It is within this context of study, planning, and change that is occurring across the state
that the Palmetto Project and the Strom Thurmond Institute have produced "Ideas for a
Better South Carolina: State and Local Government Programs That Work." This study
outlines over 100 innovative and creative programs that have been developed and proven
effective in other states around the country in dealing with similar problems to those South
Carolinians face today.
We know that South Carolina faces many problems but also even greater opportu
nities. Therefore, it is only prudent that before we commit our scarce resources to any given
problem that we first ask the question, "What has worked elsewhere? What have others,
facing the same problems, tried successfully?"
This collection of good ideas is based on three criteria. They were (1) ideas and
programs that are applicable to South Carolina given the social, economic, and political
characteristics of our state; (2) programs which lend themselves to cooperative efforts
among government, business, and community organizations where greater resources can
be combined; and (3) programs with a "bias to the future" in that they are designed to
address the long-range problems that face our state as opposed to those which tinker with
the bureaucracy in an attempt to improve current programs.
In presenting this report, we do not claim that it contains all the answers for South
Carolina. Neither do we believe that our state's problems can be solved by blindly imitating
the programs of others. And we do not attempt here to evaluate the effectiveness of any
of the programs listed. In fact, these programs are in various stages of operation from recent
implementation in some cases to full-blown operations in others. This report should be
viewed as a basis for discussion and thought.
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As concerned citizens, policy makers, political candidates, and business and commu
nity leaders strive together to develop workable solutions to our state's problems, we must
draw on all available resources. It is in this spirit of cooperation, grounded in a sincere desire
to improve our state, that we respectfully submit this report of ideas and programs.
Horace W. Fleming, Jr.
Director
Strom Thurmond Institute

Phil Noble
Executive Director
Palmetto Project
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
In recent years community and governmental leaders have come to recognize that
economic development is the engine which drives the overall progress of states. If
economic development efforts are successful then not only are there fewer demands on
government social services, but there are more tax revenues available to address the needs
of the state. Given the importance of economic development, this report has devoted more
attention to this area than to any other.

Community-Based Economic Development Programs
'Circuit-Riders" for Industrial Coordination - In 1983, Arkansas established the
"Circuit-Rider" Program whereby sixteen industrial coordinators traveled throughout the
state to work with local employers to better understand their employment training needs.
Once their needs were identified they were teamed with one of the state's vocational or
technical schools to establish the necessary training program. As a result of the "circuit
riders" during the years 1985 through 1986, one thousand skilled training classes were
established totaling over 550,000 hours of instruction.

Local Infrastructure Financing - In nine states the state government finances local
infrastructure development as a tool for economic development and growth. There are
obviously many different models and programs. One of the best is that in New Hampshire.
To encourage communities to undertake large projects which would normally be beyond
their reach, the state buys, and then resells local bonds which are used to finance the
development projects. These bonds typically have gone for such items as school
renovation, water projects, road construction, sewers, municipal buildings, etc.
Quick Response Funds-A number of states have set up "quick response" programs
to provide funds in a timely fashion to undertake projects such as water and sewage, road
construction, etc.-needed tools for economic development. One of the best programs is
the Revitalize Iowa's Sound Economy Program which provides approval and funding in 30
days or less for community road building to meet the needs of new or expanding businesses
in the state. Thirty million dollars a year are generated by a 2¢ per gallon fuel tax to pay for
the program. This Iowa program has enabled roads to be built or expanded to retain or
attract businesses providing approximately 10,000 jobs.
Lottery Funds for Economic Development - In 1985, Oregon instituted a lottery with
all the proceeds earmarked for economic development. The first portion of these funds has
been used for the construction of science and technology related buildings on its major
university campus.

Job Training, Retraining and Financing
Basic Industries Retraining Program -As a "rust belt" state, Indiana developed this
program in response to the retraining needs of employees in an economy in transition.
Though different in some ways, South Carolina;s economy is also experiencing a restruc
turing. Begun in 1982, the program provides training assistance to employees in industries

which are making significant capital investments in new technologies and new equipment
in an attempt to make the mature industries more competitive. Between 10% and 50% of
the training and retraining cost are covered with the amount of assistance tied directly to the
dollar value of the companies' capital investment. In essence, those companies which
invest the most to remain competitive are rewarded with the most help in retraining their
employees.

Iowa's New Job Training Program - One of the continuing problems for job training
programs is the development of a financing mechanism. This program was developed in
Iowa whereby revenues for job training were generated by a tax on revenues generated by
the companies' direct investment in Iowa, i.e., a certain portion of an employee's state with
holding tax-as well as property taxes on new buildings, machinery, equipment, etc.-is
segregated into an account earmarked for job training . Although generally the capital
investments are paid for over a ten year period, training is needed for a shorter term ;
therefore a ''tax exempt training certificate" is provided to employers to pay for the up-front
cost of training.
Once the investment/retraining decision is made, the Iowa technical schools provide
the job training using conventional methods such as on-the-job training, skills testing and
assessment, in plant and on-site instruction, etc. After the job training is completed the
employer receives a tax credit for each new job as well as a reimbursement for any
additional training program cost.

Missouri Job Development Fund - In 1986, Missouri created the Job Development
Fund to finance training and retraining programs for employers. Similar to the Iowa
program, in Missouri a minimum capital investment must be made of either a million dollars
or an amount five times the training cost.

Retraining Finance Programs - Both Delaware and California have recently estab
lished, a job training fund financed by a .1% tax levied on certain employers. In Delaware
the tax is on the first $8,500 of wages per employee per year. The financing for the retraining
fund is based on the premise that it is cheaper to retrain a worker than to provide
unemployment compensation to those who have already lost their jobs.
In Delaware the program is called Delaware Blue-Collar Jobs Act and was passed in
1984. In California it is called the Employment Training Panel and was created in 1983.

Health Benefits for Unemployed - One of the most menacing problems for those
becoming unemployed is the loss of their health insurance. There is a justifiable fear that
an accident or illness to the unemployed worker or a member of their family during the time
of unemployment could financially destroy the family. In 1985, Connecticut passed an
innovativ:e law requiring companies with 100 or more employees to provide health
insurance to terminated employees for 120 days after the loss of the job. After this time the
employees also have the right to continue medical coverage, at their own expense, for up
to 39 additional weeks.
Economic Dlslocatlon-,-The New York Compact - Six states have developed pro
grams to help workers cope with the problems of plant closing and economic dislocation.
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The programs include providing information, such as resume and entrepreneurship
workshops, job fairs, skill inventories, available job training programs, etc.
One of the best such programs is the New York Compact. In 1986, labor and business
leaders established the New York Compact which outlines guidelines and procedures for
plants that are suddenly faced with closings or serious layoffs. The Compact outlines a
number of advance notification, retraining and job assistance programs which will be
undertaken when closing looks imminent. Although currently the Compact is voluntary, in
the future government contracts will be in some way tied to acceptance of the principles of
the Compact.

Handicap Jobs - In Illinois, a toll free 800 line has been established whereby
employers who are willing to hire disabled and handicapped personnel can call for
assistance in finding qualified workers. This program, called Jobs Now, fits the skills of the
employees with the needs of the employer. Also, employers are asked to do "peer to peer
marketing" to convince others to hire the handicap.

Entrepreneurial and Small Business Development
Entrepreneurial Training Projects- Ohio established a program under Title 111 of the
Job Training Partnership Act to provide entrepreneurial train ing to over 300 workers.
Working with local chambers of commerce, colleges and vocational/technical schools,
individuals were introduced to the .basic concepts and principles of entrepreneurship and
provided with information, assistance and opportunities for entrepreneurs within the context
of the local economy.
A slight variation of this is being tried on a pilot basis in Mississippi, Iowa, New York,
Michigan, New Jersey, and Minnesota. Under these "self-employment" programs individu
als are given training and access to small loans to foster self employment as a route to
economic stability. Also, in other states they are experimenting with giving unemployment
benefits in lump sums so as to afford aspiring entrepreneurs the seed capital for new
ventures.

'Environment of Entrepreneurlsm" - Lieutenant Governor Harriet Woods of Mis
souri coined this phrase in relation to a number of round-table hearings which she held
throughout the state to "exchange ideas from-Missouri's main street communities" about
ways to encourage small business start-up and expansion. After the round table discus
sions there was a two-day statewide conference.
Woods' program is not particularly different from many others which have been held,
but the theme of "creating an environment of entrepreneurism" is a good one .

Small Business Export - The Lieutenant Governor in Illinois, George H. Ryan , is
Chairman of the Illinois' Export Development Authority (IEDA) which was created to provide
export financing to small and medium sized businesses. Traditionally, small businesses
have trouble arranging financing for exports. The IEDA tackles this problem by arranging
financial partnerships with traditional Illinois financial institutions. The IEDA in 1986 floated
$15 million in bonds, which were used to finance 90% of the total export cost with 10%
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provided by conventional financing. The Export/Import Bank of the United States provides
an umbrella insurance policy for each of the transactions. Because this kind of export
financing is short term (60 to 120 days), the IEDA can frequently roll over its money thereby
supporting $45 to $60 million in export transactions a year. The program lends up to
$500,000 to individual export companies and is limited to businesses with no more than 500
employees. This program has had real success and is now the model for similar programs
in 24 other states.
The Illinois program estimates that its opening of export markets has created 10,000
new export related jobs per year.

Small Business Financing - The Lieutenant Governor in Rhode Island, Richard A.
Licht, has developed a very successful small business financing program. There are two .
parts; the first is modeled on the "503" Guaranteed Loan Program of the U.S. Small
Business Administration, which is more or less a conventional loan guarantee program for
small businesses. The other component is a variety of new tax credits for business
investment in Rhode Island. The legislation allows entrepreneurs to deduct investments in
qualified Rhode Island businesses when computing state income or corporate tax and the
long term capital gain the investor receives are exempt from state taxes. Additionally,
Licht's legislation provides a job creation tax credit against Rhode Island taxes of 3% of total
wages paid above $50,000.
Center for Innovation and Business Development- In 1984, the University of North
Dakota developed an information brokering program to help entrepreneurs. With a staff of
only three, the Center provides individuals and businesses with information and assistance
for such things as product development, testing, manufacturing start-up, and general en
trepreneurial training. The program is funded by 2/3 private contributions and fees and 1/
3 state funding. They service 25 to 30 clients a month.
Trade, Exports and International Business
Foreign Language Bank - Nevada has designed a foreign language bank for
businesses, conventions, tour companies, hotels, etc. to provide translating services for
those with foreign language problems. Currently over 60 interpreters who are proficient in
27 languages are available on a 24 hour basis.
Governor's Language Academy - High school and college students often have
difficulties in fully learning and appreciating the international cultures and marketplaces of
another country, partly because of isolation from that country, i.e. it is a long way from South
Carolina to Italy. In 1986, Virginia established the Governor's Foreign Language Academy
to provide an atmosphere of total immersion in the language and culture of another country
for students while they remain in Virginia. The competitive programs were run for French,
Spanish, and German studies. Additionally, an Asian Studies Academy with emphasis on
Taiwan, Korea, Japan and China is planned for the near future.
Executive Cultural Training - Also in Virginia a short version of the Governor's
Language Academy is being developed for the business community. CEO's and top
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management officials are exposed to foreign languages, business practices, customs, and
social norms at intensive study sessions over a number of days. The curriculum for these
programs is being developed in cooperation with the National Geographic Society's
Geography Alliance Program.

Corporation for International Future - Under the leadership of the Lieutenant Gov
ernor John Mutz, Indiana has developed the Corporation for Indiana's International Future
with a broad mandate to focus on Indiana's future within the context of an international
environment. This Corporation is composed of representatives from government, educa
tion, labor, and business. The Corporation's charter calls for the organization to "monitor
change, track and analyze trends, and identify and promote those industries with export
potential." Also, the Corporation attempts to target countries and foreign companies that
could use Indiana products. In the area of cultural relations, the Corporation sponsors a
number of sister relationships with foreign countries and promotes several educational
exchanges.
Iowa Ambassadors - This program is a joint venture between the government and
private business executives to foster understanding of international cultures as well as
promoting Iowa products abroad. Through a number of trade symposiums and a ''Try Iowa"
campaign to promote local buying, the ambassadors pursue a number of such programs
to promote "global thinking."
Regional Trade Councils -The six states of Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky, Louisi
ana, Mississippi, and Tennessee have established the Mid-South Trade Council to promote
international trade in their region. By functioning as a group, each state's trade efforts
become more cost effective as they share expenses as well as personnel and information.
The Council provides research, analyzes economic trends, particularly related to the
region's products, as well as provides leads for businesses. The organization sponsors
trade shows and provides some information and training for businesses interested in
exports.
Trade Matchmakers - North Carolina developed an innovative program called the
Matchmakers Conference where businesses wishing to export are brought together with
export trading companies. At the conference, the businesses were given information on
how export trading companies work, what services they provide and how they could
facilitate new exports for companies which have never been involved in this market before.
As an added inducement, the state offers a "money back guarantee" to any business
that participated and did not develop any business prospects. The conferences have been
a big success and the state has never once had to refund the conference fee because every
single business has always generated at least one prospect.

Public Export Companies - In 1983, the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
organized Xport to help small and medium sized firms export their products. This was the
first publicly sponsored export trading company in the country. Xport provided information
to potential buyers about products and services of member companies, particularly those
involved with technology development and export . .
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Also, Xport is extremely active in international trade shows and fairs. Because so
much of the technology equipment is large and expensive to move, for many companies the
cost of international exhibiting is prohibited. Therefore, Xport has developed 8 to 10 minute
videos for for each of its companies and produces the tapes both in English and a variety
of foreign languages.
International Tourism Partnership - In 1985, Governor Bangerter developed an
innovative tourism partnership between Utah's ski industry and JAL airlines. The state's
International Development Office, along with the tourist industry, developed a joint venture
with JAL to promote Utah's skiing. The state of Utah put up $43,000 which was matched
by $155,000 from Western Airlines, JAL's connection in the US. There were several
receptions and major public relations activities in Japan and Utah to promote the project.
As a result, 14 major ski tours from Japan came to Utah in the first year. The increase in
sales tax from spending by Japanese skiers more than covered the cost of the state's initial
investment in the project. South Carolina could sponsor similar partnerships for golf
vacations at coastal golf courses.
California Tourism Corporation - Under Governor George Duekmejian, the Califor
nia Tourism Corporation was established comprised of major executives in the tourist
industry throughout the state. The industry officials raised $3 million which was matched
by $5 million already provided by the state to promote California tourism. In two years
California went from near the bottom in tourism spending to the top ten.
"Sister" State and City Programs - Hawaii's Lieutenant Governor John D. Waiate
has been particularly aggressive in promoting "sister" programs between Hawaiian cities
and other cities in the Orient. From these initial "sister" relationships, numerous benefits
have developed including agreements to promote exchanges in the fields of economy,
trade, science and technology, education, culture, sports, tourism, and agriculture. The
principal "sister" programs have been arranged with Japan and the Peoples' Republic of
China.
Rural Economic Development
Rural Incubators - Under Arkansas' Science and Technology Authority, rural
incubators are being established in cooperation with community colleges to promote basic
and applied research. Particular attention is being paid to recruiting individuals who have
business experience but have since retired and moved out of the cities.
Rural Industrial Loans - Many banks in rural areas have little or no experience with
underwriting loans for industrial companies. In North Dakota an innovative program has
been established whereby industrial loan specialists work with banks in rural areas to help
them as$ess the quality of industrial loans which if underwritten would promote economic
development in their area. Also, these industrial loan specialists work with groups of rural
banks in a region to syndicate industrial loans which would otherwise have to be referred
to big city banks.
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Comprehensive State Programs, Partnerships, University and
Experimental Programs
Ben Franklin Partnership - In 1982, Pennsylvania developed one of the most
innovative and comprehensive programs to deal with the whole area of promoting and
commercializing technology. The basic concept of the program is the establishment of
partnerships among education, business, labor, and government to promote the growth and
development of technology with matching grants of $1 being provided by the state for every
$4 provided by the private sector. The program has involved 125 colleges and universities
and over 2,300 businesses. The results have been quite impressive. Over 4,500 jobs have
been created, 53 patent applications have been filed, and 305 existing plus 360 new firms
have received assistance.
One of the most appealing aspects of the Ben Franklin Partnerships is the compre
hensive nature of the program. There are essentially six basic components which provide
a broad range of services and assistance. These include:

• Research Seed Grants for Small Businesses - Small grants of up to $35,000 are
provided to small businesses to develop advanced technology. The total loan
pool is one million dollars.
• Small Business Incubator Loans - Under this program 25 incubators were estab
lished with a $4 million grant pool. Up to $650,000 (50% of the total cost of the
project) was invested by the state in these small business incubators scattered
throughout the state.
• Regional Technology Centers - Four technology centers were established
through universities and the private sector to provide entrepreneurial assistance,
research and training.
• Seed Capital Challenge Grants - As a part of the development of regional
technology centers, $4.5 million was appropriated in 1986 to leverage an addi
tional $25 million in private funds to provide seed money for businesses emerg
ing from the regional technology centers. The funds were managed by venture
capital firms and essentially provided equity financing to technology related
businesses.
• Equipment Grants for Engineering Schools - Three million dollars was set aside
as matching money for over $9 million in private funds to buy engineering
equipment for instruction in schools.
• Tax Credits - To promote economic revitalization, corporations were allowed to
convert expired net losses into 20% tax credits for new plants and equipment.

Michigan Employee Ownership Program - In 1979, the State Legislature estab
lished a $1 million revolving loan fund to conduct feasibility studies and provide technical
assistance and training to employees who wanted to buy a company to prevent its closing.
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Since that time the progral'T1 has been expanded to provide help to employees of healthy
companies which are interested in becoming employee owned. Generally, the funds have
been used as bridge capital and short-term loans to medium and small firms.
The University of Alabama Productivity Centers - This Center grew out of an
extremely creative and interesting effort to save an auto plant which was scheduled for
closing. The University made a deal with the automaker that they, the University, would
develop $1 .5 million in savings over a three year period, if the auto plant would agree to stay
open. If their improvements were not able to amount to this much savings, the University
would pay the difference. In return, the employees were asked to pledge a part of their
paycheck as a guarantee of the $1.5 million of savings. The experiment was a success in
that costs were cut and savings were made to reach the $1 .5 million target. The plant has
remained open and out of this experience the University, with the help of the Alabama Power
Company, has established the Alabama Productivity Center. In addition to helping
businesses become more productive the center also provides hands-on experience in the
business world for faculty and students.
Labor and Management Cooperation - The Ohio university system established four
regional centers for labor and management cooperation as an adjunct to state universities.
These centers collected data, case studies and other information on ways that labor and
management relations had been improved in various industries and businesses within the
states. They, in turn , publicized these successful examples of improved relations and
therefore, promoted these initiatives in other businesses. An advisory council of labor,
management and government was established to serve as a kind of board of directors for
these centers.
New Jersey's Technology Centers - In New Jersey, seven "advanced technology
centers" were established and serve as the centerpiece of the state's strategy to encourage
research and technological development. Each of the centers is operated in conjunction
with one or more universities and receives $2-3 million a year from the state. More than 100
corporations that participate pay an annual fee of between $15,000 and $50,000. Each of
the centers is focused on a particular area such as, advanced food technology, scientific
computing, plastic recycling, biotechnology and medicine, hazardous and toxic substance
management, etc.
EDUCATION AND LITERACY
Attendance Improvement/Dropout Prevention - The New York State Legislature
adopted a program in 1984, to target dropout prevention in the worst schools. According
to the legislation, every school that was in the 10th percentile or less in attendance was
required to submit a corrective plan of how to increase attendance and retention rates.
These pJans were funded on a competitive basis by a special legislative appropriation
geared toward the school districts with the worst record.
Academic Skills Development Plan - In 1982, Arkansas passed a major· school
reform legislative package. As a part of that program, requirements for promotion and
graduation will become increa~ingly stringent over the next few years and all students in the
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schools will be given a minimum performance test to evaluate their academic skills. For
students w.ho failed to meet requirements, an individualized academic skills development
plan is developed. This program has wide latitudes in developing individualized plans to
improve the student's skills. These options range from extending the school day, or even
year, to developing alternative curriculum. It is required that school district officials meet
with the student's parents to develop the plan so that parents can take an active role in their
own child's educational program.

National Dropout Prevention Center - The National Dropout Prevention Center at
Clemson University was established in 1986 in conjunction with the National Dropout
Prevention Fund, a non-profit organization of education, business and government leaders
dedicated to raising national awareness of the dropout problem and supporting the Center
at Clemson. The Center includes a clearinghouse for information on dropouts, compiles
directories of key contact persons in the field of dropout prevention, maintains a consulting/
intervention/assistance network of experts, sponsors conference and programs, and
publishes reviews of dropout prevention programs, research studies, and other relevant
materials.
Teacher Renaissance - Peter Smith, the Lieutenant Governor of Vermont, spon
sored a Teacher Renaissance Program to get more input from teachers through a system
of special "hearings" on ways to strengthen education and improve the profession.
Teachers were selected to participate based on outstanding performance in their field and
past professional recognition. Prior to the hearings each teacher received a package of
information about proposed school reform legislation. Along with the Lieutenant Governor,
the "hearing officers" were members of the Commission on Education, the School Board
Association and the State Board of Education. After the hearings, transcripts and reports
were prepared based on the testimony. This program was different from other such
programs in that its goal was input from a large number of quality teachers as opposed to
representatives of teacher organizations.
Education and Telecommunications - Lieutenant Governor Pete Smith of Vermont
undertook a comprehensive study of ways that modern telecommunications can be used
to improve Vermont education. The goals were to create a model system which would
connect the vocational centers, colleges and employers in an interactive education and
training system for the whole state.
The members of the study group included teachers, vocational school representatives
in the private sector, the state's public television corporation and a variety of private tele
communications firms.

Indiana "A+" Program for Educational Excellence -As with many states, Indiana
recently jnitiated a major comprehensive education Program. Among the features of the
Indiana program are:
• A program of holding individual schools accountable to tax payers and paren_ts
by the publication of each district's performance on standardized tests of its
students.
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• Developing an "outcome based-results oriented", accreditation system with
which to measure the relative performance of each of the schools.
• Requiring that all days lost to bad weather were made up, as well as adding an
additional five days to the academic year.
• A cash reward program to individual schools based on strictly measurable
performance of its students.

Parents as Partners In Education - In recent years a number of state and local
programs have been developed to increase parental involvement in the education of their
children. States have tried various methods which have been quite effective. Among the
components of some of these effective parent involvement programs are:
• Parent workshops initiated by local school districts on a regular basis to teach
parents how to get more involved with their children's education. Topics at the
workshop include such areas as: how to help kids with homework, how to praise
and criticize their performance, how to influence their study habits, etc.
• Learning contracts, whereby for each student a formal learning contract is
developed and signed by the parents, teachers, and students. These contracts
set forth the personalized goals and tasks for each child for the school year.
• Friday folders - As a way to deal with younger students, a Friday Folder Pro
gram has been developed in several states. This concept promotes parental
responsibility by requiring that parents sign and return on Monday a file folder
which includes all of their child's work for a week and a comment/question
sheet.
• Parent Talent Banks are used effectively where a list is prepared by parents and
kept in each school of the talents, interests and schedules of parents. This will
enable schools to match parents' abilities with volunteer needs in the school and
is also an indication to the parents that the school encourages and expects
parents to volunteer.

Parents As Teachers - Developed in 1984, Missouri initiated the Parents as
Teachers Program to promote at-home early education by parents. The programs
consisted of in-home visits by educators; group meetings with parents of similar aged
children at a parent resource center where materials were provided; screening of children 's
education , visual and hearing development; and publication and distribution of a wide
variety of materials on working with children at the earliest ages to prepare them for better
education. The program is available to all parents, regardless of income.
Adult Literacy - Beginning in the late 1970s, there was a growing realization that adult
illiteracy was a major problem all across America. In South Carolina today, approximately
one in five adults are functionally illiterate. In response to this growing concern, most states
have developed some type of adult illiteracy program. These programs vary greatly in
content, formation and substance.
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• Kentucky's Adopt Illiteracy Program where businesses agree to provide a
location for literacy program and $1,000 a year for teaching supplies.
• Alaska has developed a Parents and Tots Reading Program, in which parents
learned to read through peer tutoring and they in turn, read books to their chil
dren, all within a library setting.

• North Carolina designated 1987 as "The Year of the Reader" in an attempt to
focus widespread attention for one year on illiteracy problems in hopes of spark
ing long-term programs.
• In Massachusetts, a Commonwealth Literacy Corps was developed to enlist and
train volunteers. This Corps continually generates special recognition, both for
its local groups and also for individuals. Also, the IBM Corporation donated an
"interactive video disk technology'' basic literacy system for adults who could not
read on the fifth grade level.
• Public television has been used widely to deliver illiteracy instructions and to
help develop effective programs. Among those states who developed effective
public television programs were Georgia, Kentucky and New York. In New
York, 20 public broadcasting stations aired a 43 segment program providing
instructions in basic writing, mathematics.and reading. Also, New York Public
Broadcasting produced a number of shows to help individuals prepare for the
state's high school equivalency test.
• Missouri's literacy program has three innovative components. First, a database
is maintained of literacy activities and is available statewide. Second, flyers
about available literacy services were enclosed in unemployment checks. Third,
a "Learn Fare" Program was developed where AFDC parents were required to
register for basic education programs.
• In Arkansas, day care services are provided by the state for parents enrolled in
literacy programs.
c

Virginia has recently implemented a No Read-No Release Program, whereby
prisoners are required to be able to read on a sixth grade level before they are
eligible for parole. Illinois operates a similar 90-day mandatory education
program for all inmates whose reading and math skills fall below the sixth grade
level.

Prepaid Tuition - A number of states have developed prepaid tuition programs for
state colleges. Commonly known as "pay before you go" plans, such programs have been
established in Michigan, Wyoming, Indiana and Tennessee with plans expected to soon be
passed in Florida and New Jersey and Pennsylvania.
The "prototype" program was developed in Michigan. Under their program, parents
will prepay between $3,000 and $4,500 toward a newborn's college tuition. The payment
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will be slightly higher for older children, and parents can work out a schedule of periodic
payment if they cannot afford to pay in a lump sum. The initial payment is deductible from
state, but not Federal income taxes. State officials have argued to the IRS that interest
earned should be exempt from both state and Federal taxes and they are now awaiting a
definite ruling from the IRS.
A state trust fund, MET (Michigan Education Trust), will invest the money guarantee
ing that four years of tuition will be paid at any of Michigan's fifteen public colleges and
universities and 29 community colleges. Tuition currently averages about $8,000 for four
years at a state supported institution. For a baby born this year, the four year tuition bill will
average about $23,000 in 2005 when the child turns 18.

A slight variation of the program is being proposed by George Bush. His plan calls for
a college savings bond, modeled after the U.S. Savings Bonds· except that the earnings
would be tax free if used for college tuition. According to his plan, a $25 a month payroll
deduction would cover the cost of tuition in typical state colleges.
CHILDREN, CHILD CARE AND TEEN PREGNANCY
Child Day Care - Over several years Rhode Island's Lieutenant Governor Richard
Licht has developed an innovative child care program. Initially, his office conducted a
comprehensive child day care background study from which grew a six point program
designed to increase the availability, affordability, and accessibility of quality day care.
Specifically the program included: increased training and monitoring of child day care
providers, a school-aged child day care community grant program, a child day care facilities
loan fund, a child day care business tax credit, a permanent child day care assistance fund,
and increased support for a child care resources/referral and information service. Licht's
plan is one of the most comprehensive in the country and has generally received positive
reviews.
Corporate Day Care - Lieutenant Governor William Scranton Ill of Pennsylvania
made corporate support for day care a central theme of his tenure. One of the ideas that
he advocated was working with a number of firms in a geographical area to set up a joint
day care center for its employees. A clearing house to "connect" firms that were interested
in having a joint center could be established. Companies could contact a central office if
they are interested and then this office could arrange to group the firms by geography and
facilitate further contacts.
Family and Children Trust Funds - In Kansas a Child and Family Trust Fund has
been set up to provide services for battered spouses and children. The fund is maintained
by an increase in the marriage license fee. The trust funds insures that a certain amount
of resources will be guaranteed for this specific program and therefore, future funding will
not be based on the whims of the legislature.
Automatic Withholding For Child Support - In Wisconsin, a system has been
established whereby delinquent spouses have their child support payments automatically
withheld from their paycheck. This innovative action, which has been upheld by the courts,
has dramatically decreased the level of delinquency among employed spouses.
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Missing Children - Lieutenant Governor Joseph Fauliso of Connecticut is head of the
Missing Persons Coordinating Committee which developed legislation to tighten custodial
interference laws, as well as proposed a number of changes to strengthen the missing
children's procedures in the state. They also produce a booklet called "Missing Children A Parent's Guide to Safety and Services" which is a comprehensive listing of resources
available to parents. It including detailed information on how to protect children and prevent
runaways, what to do if a child is missing, and a summary of laws pertaining to child custody
abduction and abuse.
Year of the Child - In North Carolina, Governor Jim Martin proclaimed 1985 the Year
of the Child. His program has four parts involving education, legislation, and the
establishment of a number of innovative programs in cooperation with law enforcement
agencies, schools, health professionals, etc. The basic four parts of the program were:

• Kidnapping and child abduction programs - The North Carolina Center for
Missing Children was established. Local missing children task. forces were
established on the community level. Part of these local programs were safe
house programs whereby a cadre of neighborhood volunteers would work to
protect children, especially in emergency situations. Also, a block parent pro
gram was established for parents willing to supervise "latch key children" in their
neighborhood.
• Child abuse, neglect and exploitation - A child protection act was established by
the legislation stiffening laws for child pornography, prostitution and other sexual
offenses. A special program was established for children.who had been victims
of crime and were forced to cope with the ordeal of testifying in open court
rooms. Also, the Child Protection Service was provided with additional funding
to more adequately and promptly deal with reported cases of child abuse.
• Fetal and infant mortality reduction - Family planning and maternal and child
care program funding was expanded for pregnancy prevention, particularly for
those in the high risk population.
• Drug and alcohol abuse prevention - A new program called FAST, Families and
Schools Together, was established to develop innovative community based
education programs. There was also a doubling of the state Bureau of lnvestiga
tion field staff for drug investigations.
By presenting these programs as a package and dramatizing the impact on children,
most of the Governor's proposals were implemented and have had significant positive
results in North Carolina.
Governor Bruce Babbitt of Arizona also declared a Year of the Child in 1985. Babbitt's
and Martin's programs were very similar. Babbitt's program placed greater emphasis on
providing day care and deve_loping programs for "latch key kids."
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Teenage Pregnancy
There are many innovative programs being operated around the country to deal with
teenage pregnancy. Most of these programs have the same basic components of educa
tion, health services, nutrition education, job training, etc. Below is a listing of some of the
more creative features of these programs.
• In New York a competitive grant program was established to fund local commu
nity projects only after they have developed their own individualized community
strategy for dealing with children of high risk groups.
e

Illinois has a program entitled Speaking For Ourselves which is essentially a
public relations campaign with messages of songs, videos, posters, etc. de
signed by pregnant teenage women on pregnancy.

• In Georgia the Looking Beyond Teenage Pregnanr;y Program focuses on
providing information to male teenagers on their legal responsibilities and how
the state undertakes various enforcement procedures to force them to pay child
support and other costs. Information is disseminated in a variety of cartoon tab
loids which are distributed through the schools system.
• Florida has developed an innovative program called Improved Pregnancy Out
come (IPO) to provide prenatal care for low income and high risk women. IPO
has an aggressive outreach program using statewide media and toll free lines.
Once an expectant mother is enrolled in the program, she receives a battery of
services including: home visits, nutritional assessment counseling, delivery
assistance, regular checkups, risk assessment, etc.
A large part of the success of the program is due to its concentration on high risk
pregnancy. A statewide training program was developed for health professionals, social
workers, nutritionists, etc. to help them recognize and refer women who fall in the high risk
category.
• In Arkansas The Parent Center has been developed as a school based education
and support program for pregnant teenagers. The in-school program teaches
parenting skills, vocational skills, assistance in finding jobs to support themselves
and their children after school, prenatal and postnatal health care, individual and
group counseling, and crisis intervention.
In its three years, 143 women and 30 teenage fathers have gone through the program.
There have only been two repeat pregnancies for the 143 women. The total program cost
is about $100,000, approximately the same cost of a two month intensive care unit treatment
for one premature baby.

"Boot Camp" for Youthful Offenders - A number of states have established "boot
camps" for youthful offenders as an alternative to prison. The model for many of these
programs was Georgia's, which was established late in 1983. Felony offender_s between
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the ages of 17 and 25 who have never been in prison, rather than being sentenced to jail,
can instead serve a 90-day term in one of the state's two "boot camps". There, they rise at
5:00 a.m., clean up their living area, go through inspections, march everywhere, speak only
when granted permission, are on work detail until mid-afternoon, and do at least an hour of
military calisthenics. There is also time set aside for drug, alcohol or psychological
counseling. If they successfully complete both the program and the terms of their parole,
then they have no prison terms on their record.
The daily cost of keeping a "boot camp" prisoner is the same as that for a regular
prisoner, so Georgia officials estimate the program has saved them several million dollars,
because the youths are in "boot camp" for a shorter time than would be required for their
regular prison term.
SOCIAL SERVICES

Massachusetts' E.T. - Since Governor Michael Dukakis began running for President,
Massachusetts' E.T. program has received national attention.
The official name of the program is Education and Training Choices Program. The
name underlines the basic theme of the program which is providing participants with various
choices for different "roads out of poverty." Sixty percent of the participants received either
Federal Assistance to Families With Dependent Children (AFDC) or state general relief, and
are required by law to participate in the program. The other forty percent of the participants
are volunteers who have entered the program of their own volition.
The program provides four basic levels of assistance. They are: (1) career planning,
(2) education and skills training, (3) job placement assistance, and (4) on-the-job training.
This hierarchy of services is structured so that one receives only the level of services that
are needed. For example: whereas some will only need career planning, others will need
education, still others will need job placement and as a final option, on-the-job training can
be provided. Only the amount and type of services that are needed are actually provided.
An important part of the E.T. Program is the support programs such as day care and
transportation allowances, which are provided to program participants. Fully one-half of the .
program cost goes to providing day care for E.T. participants and graduates. Also, health
insurance program entitled Healthy Choices provides health care to the 25% of the
program's participants who are not covered by their employer's health insurance programs.
Healthy Choices is operated through health maintenance organizations (HMOs) and other
similar prepaid health plans.
In addition to the Healthy Choices Program for adults, E.T. also includes a Healthy
Start Program to provide health coverage to pregnant women whose incomes are below
185% of the Federal poverty level. Participants apply to the program and once their income
is verified, receive a Healthy Start card which is valid until two months aftertheirbaby is born.
The card is used much like a credit card and is accepted by a wide variety of health care
providers, pharmacies, clinics, hospitals, etc.
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The E.T. program is administered on a strict performance basis as opposed to other
similar programs. The Department of Public Welfare, which administers E.T., contracts out
its services for career planning, education and training, job placement, etc. to other govern
ment agencies and private vendors. These vendors are paid solely on performance. For
example, if vendors are hired to provide job placement, then they are paid by the number
of jobs they find for their employees and not the number of clients they service. This
provides a greater incentive for performance as opposed to merely increasing the case load.
One variation of the concepts involved in the E.T. Program is a component in the
California program entitled Greater Avenues for Independence (GAIN). There, participants
and the agency develop a contract whereby participants agree to undertake a specific
program agenda, including such options as: vocational training, on-the-job training, short
term work experience, etc. In exchange, the support agency agrees to provide certain
services, such as day care, transportation, etc. New Jersey also has a similar "contract
program" with its participants.
In Michigan, a slightly different component is added to their MOST Program (Michigan
Opportunity and Skills Training). If a participant has gone through the full battery of services
provided, such as skills assessment, jobs search clubs, on-the-job training, educational pro
grams, etc., and still is unable to obtain an unsubsidized job, then the workers are required
to participate in community work experiences with non-profit organizations.

·volunteer Action - Florida's Lieutenant Governor George Mixon was chairman of the
Florida Agency for Voluntary Action in the Caribbean. This unique agency combined efforts
of volunteer agencies throughout the state to assist Caribbean nations. Its first project was
working with Haiti to acquire needed medical equipment.
Oregon Food Share - In 1979, Governor Atiyah helped establish the first statewide
food bank in America. The program salvages, stores and distributes surplus food to people
in need, especially in emergency situations. What began as a government initiative has now
developed into a private sector program that is administered by a private citizens board. The
business community, churches, the Red Cross, volunteers, farm organizations, Salvation
Army, community action agencies, etc. all work together to collect, store and disseminate
the food throughout the state. Since it began, over 35 million pounds of food_have been
distributed through the Oregon Food Share Program.
Senior Citizen Discount Programs - To help senior citizens stretch their dollars, a
number of states have introduced discount programs for seniors. Ohio provides its seniors
with the Golden Buckeye card, which is shown at businesses which voluntarily offer
discounts, gifts and special services to senior citizens when the card is presented. Special
attention is usually given to such areas of special importance for seniors as: discounts on
medicine, glasses, food and automobile services. According to information obtained from
various states, the average card user saves $15 to $20 a month and stores benefit as well,
in that card holders tend to organize their shopping trips around businesses who participate
in the discount program.

"Dimes for Crimes" Tax - California's Secretary of State, March Foog Eu, along with
several legislators, has established the "Dimes for Crimes" tax to provide additional funds
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for California police departments. After being the victim of a violent beating, Eu established
the program whereby a ten cent tax is placed on each half-pint of liquor and gallon of wine
or beer solo in the state. It is estimated that $150 million will be raised in the first year for
police departments. A South Carolina version of this fund could be targeted toward special
grants to police departments in high crime areas.
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE

Drug and Alcohol Abuse
Probably more than any other types of programs, drug and alcohol abuse programs
have recently sprung up like mushrooms after the rain in states all over the country.
Currently, the hard reality is that it is extremely difficult to determine what does and does
not really work. Unfortunately, the only reliable hard data is on children and adults who have
experienced drug and alcohol abuse and then have formally entered some type of program.
Thus, their "performance" over time can be measured and it is possible to determine what
works and does not work. However, this in no way measures the effectiveness of prevention
programs that encourage people to avoid drugs in the first place.
Another problem in assessing effective drug abuse and prevention programs is that
in the next few months there is likely to be a near explosion in the number of drug abuse
programs around the country. Although it has been building as a problem for a long time,
it is only within the last year or two that significant government funding on the state and
national level has been allocated to the problem. The lag time between the money being
appropriated and bureaucracies being established, program guidelines written, and the
money actually filtering down to the local level for implementation, is approximately one or
two years.
The similarities in effective-state programs are far greater than the differences. Most
good drug abuse programs have basically four components: (1) public awareness, (2)
education and training, (3) intervention and treatment, and (4) law enforcement. Within
these four catagories there are obviously many differences. Such programs as Just Say
No Clubs have literally hundreds of slightly different variations around the country.
Below are just a few of the more interesting and unusual kinds of drug abuse programs
that could be implemented in South Carolina state:
• Arkansas endowed a Chair on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Studies at the University
of Arkansas Medical School. The professorship was endowed through money
raised by a temporary alcohol tax. Once the endowment is built, the tax will be
dropped.
• Ride Home Programs can be found in many urban areas around the country.
Many radio stations in cooperation with bars and taxi cab companies are spon
soring "a ride home," whereby patrons who drink too much can get a free ride
home from the taxi services.
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No Drug Pledges on BIiiboards is one of the fastest growing anti-drug programs. In
this program billboards are secured, either by purchase, donation or corporate sponsor
.ships, with a "I Have Said No To Drugs" message. Children from various school districts
take a trip to the billboard and actually sign their name on the billboard as a way to publicly
pledge that they will say no to drugs.
• A Cabinet Level Department was created in Illinois in 1983, devoted to the
.prevention of alcohol and drug abuse.
• Sports Teams Against Drugs (S. T.O.P). was sponsored by Illinois' Lieutenant
Governor, George Ryan. This is a non-profit corporation originally established
by the Chicago Bears and Lt. Governor's office and now includes all of the pro
fessional sports teams in Illinois. Through this organization the Lieutenant
Governor and sports figures develop and promote anti-drug programs in schools
with community organizations and with S.T.O.P. serving as a clearing house to
insure athletes will be represented.

EXPANDING HEALTH CARE
Health Screening Vans- One of the real problems of health care in most states today
is the problem of prevention. A few dollars spent on early screening, testing and prevention
often saves thousands of dollars in treatment which is required later. To deal with this
problem some state and local governments have purchased and outfitted a fleet of health
screening vans to provide testing for blood pressure, ear and eye tests , nutritional and
health care information, etc. These vans, operate either in conjunction with clinics, hospitals
or independently. With these vans, health services can be brought directly to targeted low
income areas as well as more effectively reaching children through school visits.
Loans for Home Health Care Equipment Purchases - Several state and local
government units are experimenting with the concept of making small loans for home health
care equipment purchases. Utilizing this approach, small loans can be made for such items
as wheelchair ramps, special beds, health stabilization machines, and other equipment
needed to maintain adequate health care in the home thus, reducing the cost which would
be required for in-hospital treatment.
Catastrophic Health Insurance - Since the Federal government has been so lax in
providing comprehensive catastrophic health insurance, a number of states have moved
forward with their own plans. Probably one of the best is the Catastrophic Health Insurance
Plan (CHIP) implemented in Rhode Island. The system basically has two components
which work in concert to insure, at least in theory, that no one is financially ruined by
catastrophic health insurance in Rhode Island. First, the state tightly regulates the health
insuranc_e industry. To qualify to sell policies in the state, certain minimum standards must
be met as defined by the CH IP legislation and regulations. The minimum standards include
provisions for hospital and physician services, major medical coverage, and, if applicable,
Medicare supplements.
The second feature of the program is that CHIP picks up medical expenses only after
any other public or private health insurance benefits have been exhausted and after CHIP
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deductibles have been incurred by the applicants. CHIP deductibles are a unique and
important part of the program. Six different deductibles are designed as an incentive to
encourage individuals to purchase more comprehensive coverage or, at best, a qualified
health insurance plan. The closer a person's coverage approximates the benefits provided
by a qualified plan, the lower the CHIP deductible.

Long Term Care Alternatives - Recent studies have shown that up to 40% of nursing
home patients are admitted for social rather than medical reasons. These individuals are
often forced to go to a nursing home because of a lack of available alternative services to
deal effectively with the multiple needs of elderly people. Utah has developed The
Alternatives Program (TAP) to halt the increasing cost of nursing home care by establishing
a statewide community based system for long term care services. The program supple
ments the patient's informal support system-family, friends , etc.-and other formal
organized means of providing services before using TAP funds to purchase services. The
program is unique in that these funds are available as a last resort only after all formal and
informal assistance is exhausted. Case managers are free to purchase virtually any service
that is needed from private vendors if it is unavailable through formal or informal means.
Given this kind of flexibility, many patients who normally would have been forced into a
nursing home have remained in their own homes and therefore increased state costs have
been avoided.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS
Toxic Free Environment - Despite the fact that Delaware's economy is heavily
dependent upon the chemical industry, they haye been able to develop probably the most
effective toxic free environmental program in the country. There are essentially three parts
to their program:
• The Delaware Hazardous Waste Management System was the first in America
to be approved by the EPA. The Delaware Program is designed to identify the
need and move swiftly for the recovery and safe disposal of energy and other
resources from any discarded material within a system that regulates manage
ment of hazardous waste.
• Delaware established its own State Super Fund which has been able to move
more quickly and more aggressively to resolve toxic waste problems than the
Federal program.
• An innovative Air Toxic Monitoring System was developed in response to the
tragedy of Bhopal, India. The air monitoring samplers are located on electric
poles in the main population areas of the state, as well as around chemical
plants. Further, a plan and strategy has been developed for informing and, if
necessary, evacuating residents should a Bhopal-type incident ever occur in
Delaware.

Toxic Chemical Strike Force- Los Angeles' Mayor Tom Bradley has developed an
innovative method of dealing with toxic chemical hazards. Because the metropolitan area
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is so large and encompasses so many municipal jurisdictions with numerous overlapping
agencies, the monitoring and prosecution of toxic waste dumpers was a nightmare. In
response to increasing citizen concern, the Los Angeles Toxic Chemical Strike Force was
created to monitor, police and prosecute toxic waste dumpers who operated in the Los
Angeles area. The Strike Force pulled experts, lawyers, law enforcement and health
officials from many jurisdictions to form one unified command. The Strike Force even
employed helicopters which monitor the activities of trucks used by companies suspected
of dumping toxic waste. Using this integrated enforcement approach, the Strike Force was
able to cut across municipal boundaries as well as bureaucratic divisions, which in the past
had hampered effective enforcement and prosecution.
COMPUTER RELATED PROGRAMS
Illinois Resource Network - In an effort to provide information about personnel who
were available to business and industry, the Illinois Research Network was established.
This computer network lists over 6,000 individual university faculty members, engineers,
consultants, etc. These individuals' names, addresses, educational background, and areas
of research and expertise were put into a computer so that they could be quickly retrieved
by others who were in need of special expertise.
Computer Enhanced Child Support Enforcement - In 1986, Delaware imple
mented a new program to enhance child support enforcement. The first stage was the
consolidation of fragmented efforts into a Division of Child Support Enforcement which
combined case workers, lawyers, accountants, and the parents of children seeking ch ild
support from delinquent spouses . .Working together as a team, the problems of red tape
and bureaucratic compartmentalization are overcome.
The second part of the program involved the combining of a variety of computer
records to track down the delinquent spouse. Records were culled from wage and
unemployment records, motor vehicle license and registration, as well as health department
and voter registration records. By establishing a system to check and cross-check data from
different files, enforcement authorities were able to track down delinquent parents and
enforcement increased dramatically.
This type of computer driven tracking program has been implemented in other states
and is often called Catch-a-Daddy.
'Bad Guys" List - Government Efficiency - Recently the Federal government has
established a computer database, which will be made public, that lists all the "bad guys" who
have lost their eligibility to obtain Federal grants or loans or even contracts financed with
Federal money. Failure to repay a government loan, being charged by local police with an
offense such as fraud or theft, and doing business with someone else on the "bad guy" list
are among the causes that may lead to either temporary suspension from government
assistance or total debarment for up to 3 years.
For example, a person who defaults on a student loan may be placed on the list by the
Department of Education and thereby become ineligible for a grant from the Department of
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Health and Human Services or for a state contract financed by a grant from the Environ
mental Protection Agency.
The list is an effort to eliminate fraud and abuse in government but officials say it will
be used only in the "most egregious case". Such a computerized system would be easily
transferred to the state or even local government level.
After Hours Use of Government Computers -Currently, in the many state and local
government offices, there are probably several hundreds if not thousands of computer
terminals which are only used during working hours. This under utilized capacity could be
tapped to provide faci lities for evening or weekend classes to teach computer literacy.
Certainly, all state computers wouldn't be available and in many cases it would be
inappropriate; however, there are certain to be some facilities with computers which could
be effectively utilized.
'Good Ideas" Database for Local Government - Two different databases, one
national and one operated within a state, have been developed utilizing the concept of "good
ideas" database. LOGIN (Local Government Information Network News) is operated
nationwide by Control Data. The system is based on the theory that many local
governments have the same types of problems and too much time is spent "reinventing the
wheel." Also the LOGIN system has a component to "broadcast" a question to other users
of the network. In these broadcasts, local governments briefly explain a problem that they
are having and request information.from other database users on how they have coped with
similar problems.
·
The University of Tennessee operates the Municipal Technical Advisory Service
(MTAS). Much like the Control Data Program, MTAS collects and disseminates to
Tennessee's cities, information on practical municipal management projects, programs,
techniques, etc. As with the Control Data System, MTAS also solicits innovative programs
from its subscribers which are then entered into the database.
Computer Loan Program - Certainly throughout South Carolina there are many
individuals who would like to become computer literate, but are not able to enroll in formal
daytime classes because they work during the day, have small children at home, or for other
reasons. A computer loan program could be established whereby individuals could borrow
a computer and software just as individuals borrow books, records and videos from public
libraries. The computers and programs could be integrated into a "help hotline" with
extended hours so that individuals who are working with their computers at night or on the
weekend could call a toll free number for help and guidance. Also, businesses could be
asked to donate their used computers to the program when they purchase new models.
PUBLIC FINANCING
'Qualified Bond" Program - In New Jersey a program was developed in 1976, to help
with local government financing. The principle feature of the program is that the state, rather
than localities, pays the principle and interest on "qualified bonds". However, no additional
state appropriations are required as the bond payments are paid from existing programs of
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state aid to local government. Bond market analysts generally consider state governments
better credit risks than local governments and the added assurance that the debt will be
retired by the state in a timely manner has resulted in two major benefits: 1) The upgrading
of the bond rating for many local governmental units and 2) Substantial interest savings to
these same units.

Cutting Credit Card Rates - Several states have applied different sets of criteria in
deciding which banks should receive significant amounts of state investments. The most
far reaching program was recently introduced by Jerry Cosentino, the new Treasurer of
Illinois. In February of this year he declared that banks charging interest rates of close to
20% on their credit cards was "legal loan-sharking" and vowed to remove state deposits
unless credit card rates were cut. The First National Bank of Chicago, one of the state's
largest, refused to lower its 19.8% credit card interest rate, whereupon Cosentino pulled ·
$220 million in state deposits out of the bank. Cosentino said, "Illinois taxpayers will not help
fund this gouging of consumers any longer."
After an example had been made of First National, the Marine Bank of Springfield
lowered its rates from 19% to 13% and three other large banks quickly followed suit.
This same principle could be applied to deposits by local government units as well.

Pension Funds as Loan Pools - Several state and local governments have
developed programs whereby a small portion of pension funds are used as a loan pool for
low interest loans. These loan pools have been used for everything from low-income home
repair to small businesses seed capital loans. Obviously adequate safeguards need to be
taken to insure that the pension funds are protected, but the concept is a sound one which
has been effectively utilized in other states. Part of the appeal of this type of program is that
the state controls the money anyway and by investing in "socially needed" programs, needs
are met while, at the same time, interest is earned on pension funds.
Bank Investment Policies and State Fund - Currently in South Carolina there are
established policy guidelines for deciding which bank will receive state and local govern
ment investments and how much. One of the criteria which could be added to the list for
evaluating banks is the degree to which the bank serves to promote the overall health of the
community. Such measures as percentages of loans to low-income individuals, loans to
small businesses, contributions to non-profit or~anizations, amount of volunteer time of the
staff, etc. could be considered. In this way banks which take an active role in trying to
improve their local communities would receive some recognition and credit in terms of
investment of government funds.
IMPROVED GOVERNMENT EFFICIENCY
Legislature's Education - In Georgia, the Biannual Institute, a three-day workshop
on legislation and issues has been developed for all members of the legislature.
To some extent this is an orientation for new legislators, but it could be far more
extensive. In South Carolina an annual or biannual conference of all legislatures could be
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held to informally discuss issues facing the state as well as to present guest speakers on
how other states have dealt with similar issues.

Privatization - Across the country many state and local governments are experi
menting with privatization of services and properties. Among the programs which have
been implemented are inventories of all government services, operations and properties to
identify those areas where private contractors could do the job better.
There are literally hundreds of examples of privatization that have worked effectively
in states and communities all across America. Just a few of these are:
e

e

A private contractor successfully runs the fire department in Scotsdale, Arizona.
In Illinois, a private collection agency is used to identify and collect payments
from those owing child support.

• Lincoln, Nebraska has one of the most extensive privatization programs includ
ing private landscaping and tree trimming, data processing from municipal
offices, private provision of ambulance service, private parking facilities and
garbage collection.
• In West Virginia, the Department of Health contracts out its private health serv
ice the 14 regional private non-profit mental health centers.
• In Indiana, the Blue Cross/Blue Shield program administers the state's Medicare
program and will save approximately $50 million a year in its first two years.
• In Tennessee, as well as other states, major correctional facilities have been
turned over to private industries to run.

Government Efficiency - Missouri initiated the State Volunteers for Efficiency
(SAVE) Program in 1985. The SAVE Program is essentially a hotline which was set up to
report waste or inefficiency in state government. The SAVE hotline served as a "traffic cop"
forwarding reports of waste and inefficiency to appropriate department heads or investiga
tive agencies.
Productivity Study - In Illinois, a program was developed where 50 retired and active
business people from around the state were brought together with top managers and
approximately 20 government agencies, including local school districts, to analyze the
productivity and efficiency of state government. Study teams were grouped by issue area
and examined each agency and, in conjunction with its employees, developed recommen
dations f_or cost savings and efficiencies. Once the studies were completed, numerous
proposals were implemented. The management recommendations for the school districts
were publicized in other similar school districts throughout the state. The project is expected
to save, when completed, over $250 million for Illinois taxpayers.
This same concept has been utilized effectively on the local government level as well
as in such cities as Louisville, Salt Lake City and Nashville.
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Five Year Planning - In Vermont under Governor Richard Snelling the Department
of State Planning was developed to oversee and coordinate a five year planning process.
The goal was to prepare a long range policy framework fo r the development of state
programs. The Department provides the governor and his advisors with information on
which to base legislative, budgetary and management decisions that would enable the state
to move toward agreed-upon objectives in a coordinated and consistent manner.
Affirmative Action - Michigan's lieutenant governor Martha Griffiths chairs the
Michigan Equal Employment and Business Opportunity Council. This committee devel
oped an "affirmative action report card" which was issued to each state department director
to publicly display their record and demonstrate their accountability in the area of affirmative
action .
Also, Griffiths has been very aggressive in helping small businesses get state
contracts by conducting a number of workshops around the state entitled "How to Do
Business With State Government."
ARTS AND CRAFTS
Grass Roots Arts Program - In 1977, the North Carolina Arts Council created the
Grass Roots Arts Program, whereby funds were provided for every county in the state. In
each county a local arts council was established to decide how the funds should be spent
and each county was provided funds on a per capita basis. The entire decision-making
process as to how the money would be spent was kept on the local level. Various local arts
councils decided to spend their money for such things as group performances, expanding
museums, outreach programs for intercity audiences, providing art classes for children and
adults, supporting community theaters, etc.
Marketing of Crafts - North Dakota has developed a new program under its
Economic Development Commission to market local crafts. The Commission has held
eight regional craft fairs and a statewide fair to generate interest and bring to the public
various crafts of local artists. They are also now developing a mail order catalog to market
the state's crafts, as well as specialty food products.
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